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Executive Summary 

Friday’s one day rally, which not until the last hour of trading turned the NAZ positive for the week, has many already 

declaring a new bull market. However, and in fact, price is exactly behaving as we already predicted last week, and 

has reached inside our ideal target zone as predicted last week. As such price is following our preferred path and 

continues to track the early bear market of 2008 as we started to track almost 2 weeks ago to the T. Please remember 

that bear market rallies are fast and furious and can make even the most stubborn perma-bear believe new ATHs 

are next. 

This update will go through the regular charts, from the 15min time-frame to the monthly scale, but it also has a 

special section at the end that in minute detail compares the current market with that of early 2008. We compare 

the daily, hourly, SMAs, and market breadth charts, and find that everything is tracking accordingly. 

Our price target zone is from SPX 1925-1995 (38.2-61.8% retrace of the SPX2116-1812 move), and realizing this is a 

large zone, been narrowed down to SPX1945-1975.  

Once the more specific target zone has been reached, we expect the entire advance of Friday to be retraced rather 

swiftly, followed by a bounce and then a low below SPX1812, possible to the mid-1700s by the end of this month. 

Please remember the next Bradley Turn date is on Wednesday February 3 and is a very strong one. The market has 

now entered this turn date’s window (+/- 2-3 trading days). 

We see no reason to change our advice.  

 

The market is on bear market alert. Long term investing should be focus on the 

downside and cash registers should ring during rallies to minimize any losses 

and/or protect profits. 
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Elliot wave update: short term 

In last week’s update we confirmed major a. True to form, but not until the last day of the week after no-bullish side-

ways slopp for 4 days, price rose towards our SPX1938 target. The insert on the left shows our projected price path 

from last week with the blue lines, and Figure 1 below 

shows how it panned out. Not a shabby prediction 

may we say. Intermediate b morphed into an 

expanded flat instead staying above SPX 1870, and 

intermediate c is curently underway. Due to the 

nature of intermediate b, we can see a bullflag has 

formed (see also Figure 2), which would ideally target 

SPX 1965ish. Right into our preferred target zones. In 

addition to the retrace levels for the SPX2104-1812 

move in yellow, we also added the retrace levels for 

the SPX2082-1812 move in white. Figure 2 on page 3 

has even the retrace levels for the SPX2116-1812 move, so we’ve covered all our basis. Common theme is that price 

is now within all retrace target zones (38.2-61.8% retraces) for major b.  

Figure 1. SPX 15min chart: Tracking the corrective wave major b up. Price has now entered our preferred target zone.  

 

Price has now also entered the resistance zone and appears to be forming an ending diagonal (orange lines). Please 

note the overlapping nature of price off the SPX1812 low. This lack of impulse structure means the move is 

corrective, with price forming an abc zigzag. IF this was an impulse we would want to see a V-shapped bottomed 

with solid green candles for several days in a row, instead we got 5 days of side ways slop… Resistance on this chart 

is at SPX1945, 1960, 1965, 1968. 
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Figure 2 shows the ES (futures) for the S&P500, also and especially showing a total lack of impulsive (that is none-

overlapping 5 waves up) off the ES1805 low. In short: what a mess. Could it be a leading diagonal followed by weird 

b-waves and more, smaller, leading diagonals? Possible, but not likely in our opinion. This is simple a mess. Note the 

C=A extension targets ES 1951, which is SPX1960. This chart tells us that any upside will be limited and very likely 

sold off to new lows. It shows the ES1850 low made this week, which wasn’t registered in the cash market (only to 

SPX1872)  

Figure 2. SPX 15min chart: Tracking the corrective wave major b up. Price has now entered our preferred target zone.  

 

Although Major b hasn’t topped yet and hasn’t even been confirmed, but if we assume it will top at around SPX1960, 

then major c has the following price targets shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Possible and tentative price targets major c 

 

Based on the weekly and monthly charts (Figure 5, 6) we believe around the first extension is the most likely 

target. 

  

A 

B 

C=A 
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Market update. 

On the daily TI chart all TIs continue to point up, wanting to see higher prices. Price has entered our ideal target zone 

of SPX1925-1975 as show last week, and has overhead resistance at the orange and black descending trend line. The 

green bull flag is similar to the one in Figure 1 and targets right in-between these lines. Please note that the market 

is close to getting overbought and b-waves often reverse right then and there. The daily A.I. buy signal from several 

days ago remains none-ideal and shows the sloppy nature of how price advanced. Price managed to end above the 

20d SMA, but remains below all intermediate to long term trending SMAs, as such the trend is short term up, but 

intermediate to long term still down. Bulls need to recapture the 200d SMA (2045) first to signal a long term uptrend.  

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. More upside likely. Resistance at SPX 1950, 1964, 1975 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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On the WLSH5000 we see a similar set of resistance with price right at the lower descending trendline, if it manages 

to get above then it is likely targeting $20,250: the red trend line and 50% retrace off all of the decline since the 

November 2015 high. That’s about 1.6% more upside on the WLSH, translating to SPX 1970. Also here price is below 

the 50 to 200d SMA, and closed above the 20d SMA for the first time in over a month. Hence, 1 day doesn’t make a 

bull market.  

On the NAZ we see a similar bull flag pattern (blue lines), which target the daily S2 level ($4700); that’s 2% more 

from current levels and in line with the possible advance in the WLSH and SPX. Hence, most indices look similar and 

suggest similar price moves going forward. No guarantee they will be reached though. 

Figure 4. WLSH and COMPQ daily TI chart. More upside likely.  

 

 

  

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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Two weeks ago we wrote “If we assume conservative round numbers for simplicity sake: major a bottoms at around 

SPX 1800 coming down from SPX 2100, then major b should ideally retrace 150-180p; back to SPX 1950-1980 over 

the coming weeks.” So far so good in our opinion, though we believe the SPX1980 level may not be reached based 

on the prior analyses of the charts. This week we have a none-ideal A.I. buy signal (always with b-waves, in this case 

major b), which also happened early 2008 (more about that on page xxx). The advance on the S&P500 this week may 

look impressive, but it is only 1.75%, while the NAZ only gained 0.5% this week. Tech is thus not leading. In addition, 

after last week’s bullish hammer candle, one would like to see follow up candles like mid-October 2014 and early-

October 2015, when the SPX gained 3-4% and the NAZ 3-5%. 

Figure 5. SPX weekly TI chart. Price is tracking along as projected. None-ideal weekly A.I. buy signal 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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With the first month of 2016 on the map, let’s take a look at the monthly TI chart. What we see is not good: all TIs 

are pointing down and the monthly A.I. gave another sell signal (dotted red line). Note how far along the MACD has 

gotten. It compares more with early 2008, then to anything else. This chart tells us the long term trend is down, as 

has our LT-SMAs been telling us for months as well. It is nice to see that confirmed. Once again, price closed below 

the 20m SMA, the 2nd time in 6 months, something that hasn’t happened during the entire bull off the March 2009 

low. The monthly Bollinger bands are foretelling is of a large move coming “soon”. We write “soon”, since this is a 

monthly chart and it may thus take several months to develop. The January 2016 candle looks very similar to that of 

January 2008. More about that in the special section. 

Figure 6. SPX monthly TI chart. Monthly A.I. sell signal. All TIs are pointing down.  

 

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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Market breadth 

Market breadth, as measured by the McClellan Oscillators for the SPX, improved dramatically on Friday and closed 

just above 60. This is certainly a big feather in the bulls hat, as that’s what’s needed for a sustained rally, but onlu as 

long as they can keep it going (more about that in the special section), because high readings not necessarily mean 

the bull is back (see red arrows).   

Figure 7. SPXMO improved dramatically on Friday.  
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Miscellaneous  

Our LT and ST SMA charts didn’t improve much this week. The LT chart shows some improvement of its fastest MA, 

but price remains well-below all SMAs and 11 out of 12 are pointing down and are below the bench mark(dotted) 

SMA: 99% bearish. The ST SMA chart didn’t improve much either, the 3 fastest put in a bottom, but the rest continue 

to point down and keep falling. Price is only above the 4th fastest SMA. This chart is about 90% bearish.  

Figure 8. LT-SMA chart remains almost 100% bearish.             ST-SMA chart also almost 100% bearish  

 

 

 

 

 

 

VIX dropped below its 20d SMA as well as the trend channel’s mid-line. Support is now at the dotted green line: $18, 

which is also where the lower Bollinger band is. Please note the Bollinger bands are tightening: a big move in VIX is 

coming. Hence, with a low VIX the bulls can keep on advancing, but please note VIX is at 20, not at 11-15… Moving 

on the CPCE (options put/call ratio) –which is at extreme readings a contrarian indicator-  and we observe it’s at 

0.58; well inside the yellow box: those levels coincide with tops, not bottoms, see the  vertical yellow lines. Everybody 

is “long”…  

Figure 9. VIX daily chart: VIX falling back to $19-$18 level. Bollinger band squeeze underway. CPCE at topping levels 
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Special section: 2008 vs now.  

As you are aware we’ve been tracking the “2008 vs now” analogy over the past 2 weeks on a daily basis, and it’s 

been working remarkably well. On Thursday it was a bit off, but on Friday things are entirely back on track. The 

orange circle shows how well the moves then and now resemble each other. If it continues as planned, and there is 

still no reason what so ever to abandon this fractal, then the upside now will be limited to 1-2 more days. Also here 

the solid black trend line would be the mirror image of 2008. It is now at SPX 1975. Also well within our target zone. 

It will be very interesting to see how this develops.  

Figure 10. 2008 vs now. The similarity/fractal continues 

 

We wanted to continue along this theme, also since the monthly chart setup now is similar as in 2008 and we wanted 

to show mainly lines of evidence.  Also, and especially because one rally day doesn’t make a bull. In fact the NAZ 

didn’t turn positive for the week until the last hour of trading. The next few pages will show the evidence, and 

hopefully underscore why we don’t “believe” in this 1-day rally until proven otherwise! 
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First up, a chart of SPY in early 2008 and now. Please note the green line, showing where the market most likely 

currently is, based on price action and TIs. We can see in the blue boxes how he TIs behaved similarly now and then. 

Note that price went up for 1 more day (in this case that would be coming Monday) and then retraced the entire 

advance over the next two days. The RSI5 hit overbought back then and reversed. Typical for a b-wave. Note also 

how very similar the A.I.’s are developing: the fastest (black) TI drifted lower then and now, the others drifted higher. 

The daily MACD gave a buy signal the day before (yesterday) and the FSTO climbs more sideways then straight up. 

Differences? Back then SPY traded 406M shares on the big up day. This time it was only 210M… talk about lack of 

volume… Now, in “churn”, i.e. total dollars traded in SPY, we can multiply volume with price. We’ll use closing prices: 

in 2008 it was $116x406M=$47.1B, in 2016 it was $194x210M=$40.7B. Hence, even total dollars moving through the 

market now is less (14%) compared to then. Need more prove: The S&P500 traded 4.6B shares then vs 3.9B now 

Figure 11. SPY 2008 vs Now. The similarity/fractal continues 

 

What about market breadth then? Today surely breadth surged, so a new uptrend must have started? Yes, good 

question, but back in 2008 market breadth surged even more than today, still price ended up lower than where it 

started a month later. 

Figure 12. NYMO 2008 vs Now. Market breadth back then was even better than now 

 

 

 

A.I buy/sell indicator A.I buy/sell indicator 
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Let us take a look at our LT and ST SMAs chart (figure 13). On top are the LT SMAs, and we can see the chart now is 

actually in even worse shape than in 2008, and has been in a worse shape much longer; i.e. all SMAs are below the 

dotted (slowest moving SMA) for months, whereas that only started in December 2008. Moving on to the ST SMAs 

chart, we can see the chart now is similar to that of 2008. Note the red circles showing some of the most notable 

similarities. These charts also tells us that price is currently tracking 2008 very well. 

Figure 13. LT SMAs 2008 vs Now: even worse now 

 

ST SMAs 2008 vs Now: Very similar 
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We already showed how well price is tracking on the daily chart, now let us examine the hourly chart. The green 

lines show the general trend of price since both respective lows were made. Not how similar the patterns are. Also 

the MACD is following the same pattern now compared to early 2008. Makes one wonder if price on Friday really 

went up because of the BOJ negative interest rate announcement, or if it went up regardless, because it had to? 

Appears the market would have rallied on whatever news regardless, because it had to rally. That’s why we NEVER 

mention any news event, because it is irrelevant. Why, for example, could we otherwise forecast already last week 

how price would rally into our target zone? That’s a philosophical question for another time… Bottom line is that 

price and all other charts are behaving exactly as during early 2008, and not until they stop doing that, will we track 

the analogy. 

Figure 14. SPX hourly 2008 vs Now: find the differences…. 

 

Fortunately, we believe the markets will track 2008 rather well, as this is a cycle wave 2 correction vs a super cycle 

wave 2 correction. Impulse waves follow always the same structure: 5 waves up, and so do corrections. Both are 

based on human sentiment, and sentiment now is not different as it was back then. Sentiment follows the same 

waves. That’s what EW tracks, and that’s what we see unfolding right before our eyes. 

 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 

This is not trading advice, but for informational purposes only.  


